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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2944216A1] The present invention relates to a buckle (1) to fasten together a first end (2a) and a second end (2b) of a belt (2) or two
belts, comprising a female member (3,103) and a male member (4,104) respectively connected to said first end (2a) and second end (2b), wherein
said male member (4,104) comprises a coupling portion (34,134) with the female member (3,103), and wherein said female member (3,103)
comprises a portion (5,105) for the connection with said male member (4,104), said portion (5,105) comprising a hollow body having a longitudinal
axis X , a wall (10) and a notch (17,117) in the wall (10) comprising a loop section (19,119), said loop being defined by a lower edge (22,122), by
a side edge (23, 123) and by an upper edge (24,124), within said hollow body a seat (16,116) being defined for the coupling portion (34, 134) of
the male member (4,104), characterised in that elastic means (14,114) are provided for in said seat (16,116), which oppose the insertion of the
coupling portion (34,134) of the male member (4,104) in the seat (16,116) and further characterised in that the upper edge (24,124) of the loop
section (19,119) comprises a tooth portion (25,125) for locking said portion (34,134) in a closed configuration of the buckle (1).
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